Second Tru Thoughts collaboration with Ubiquity, Nostalgia 77 follows hot on the heels of the popular Quantic album.

Includes the heavyweight cover of The White Stripes “7 Nation Army” and seriously moving jazz beats.

“Nothing short of a touch of genius”
-i-DJ

“An absolute blinder”
STRAIGHT NO CHASER

FOR FANS OF:
CINEMATIC ORCHESTRA, GREYBOY, BREAKESTRA, DJ SHADOW, RJD2

FILE UNDER:
DOWNTempo, JAZZ, DANCE, HIP HOP

5% DISCOUNT UP TO 1 WEEK AFTER STREET DATE (CD ONLY)

CD - CATALOG UBR11167-2
LIST PRICE: $16.98
CD BOX LOT: 30

LP - CATALOG UBR11167-1
LIST PRICE: $16.98
LP BOX LOT: 50
VINYL IS NON-RETURNABLE

RECOMMENDED UBiquITY TITLES:

QUANTIC
MISHAPS HAPPENING
CD/DLP

GREYBOY
SOUL MOSAIC
CD/DLP

VARIOUS ARTISTS
REWIND! 4
CD/DLP